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Starting with X- 8s 

XANTHANS AAHNNSTX XANTHAN, gum produced by bacterial fermentation [n] 

XANTHATE AAEHNTTX chemical salt [n -S] 

XANTHEIN AEHINNTX water-soluble part of coloring matter in yellow flowers [n -S] 

XANTHENE AEEHNNTX chemical compound [n -S] 

XANTHINE AEHINNTX chemical compound [n -S] 

XANTHINS AHINNSTX XANTHIN, yellow pigment [n] 

XANTHOMA AAHMNOTX skin disease [n -S, -TA] 

XANTHONE AEHNNOTX chemical compound [n -S] 

XANTHOUS AHNOSTUX yellow (of bright color like that of ripe lemons) [adj] 

XENOGAMY AEGMNOXY transfer of pollen from one plant to another [n -MIES] 

XENOGENY EEGNNOXY supposed production of offspring totally different from parent [n -NIES] 

XENOLITH EHILNOTX rock fragment included in another rock [n -S] 

XENOTIME EEIMNOTX yellowish-brown mineral [n -S] 

XEROSERE EEEORRSX dry-land sere [n -S] 

XEROXING EGINORXX XEROX, to copy on xerographic copier [v] 

XIPHOIDS DHIIOPSX XIPHOID, part of sternum [n] 

XYLIDINE DEIILNXY chemical compound [n -S] 

XYLIDINS DIILNSXY XYLIDIN, xylidine (chemical compound) [n] 

XYLITOLS ILLOSTXY XYLITOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

XYLOCARP ACLOPRXY hard, woody fruit [n -S] 

XYLOTOMY LMOOTXYY preparation of sections of wood for microscopic examination [n -MIES] 

 

Containing -X- 8s 

ACETOXYL ACELOTXY univalent radical [n -S] 

ADMIXING ADGIIMNX ADMIX, to mix (to put together into one mass) [v] 

AFFIXERS AEFFIRSX AFFIXER, one that affixes (to attach (to connect as associated part)) [n] 

AFFIXIAL AAFFIILX affixal (pertaining to prefix or suffix) [adj] 

AFFIXING AFFGIINX AFFIX, to attach (to connect as associated part) [v] 

AFFLUXES AEFFLSUX AFFLUX, flowing toward point [n] 

ALEXINES AEEILNSX ALEXINE, alexin (substance in blood that aids in destruction of bacteria) [n] 

ALKOXIDE ADEIKLOX type of chemical salt [n -S] 

ALLOXANS AALLNOSX ALLOXAN, chemical compound [n] 

AMPHIOXI AHIIMOPX lancelets (small marine organism) [n AMPHIOXI] 

AMPLEXUS AELMPSUX mating embrace of frogs [n -ES] 

ANATOXIN AAINNOTX toxoid (type of toxin (poisonous substance)) [n -S] 

ANNEXING AEGINNNX ANNEX, to add or attach [v] 

ANOREXIA AAEINORX loss of appetite [n -S] 

ANOREXIC ACEINORX one affected with anorexia [n -S] 

ANOXEMIA AAEIMNOX disorder of blood [n -S] 

ANOXEMIC ACEIMNOX ANOXEMIA, disorder of blood [adj] 

ANTEFIXA AAEFINTX ANTEFIX, upright ornament at eaves of tiled roof [n] 

APOMIXES AEIMOPSX APOMIXIS, type of reproductive process [n] 

APOMIXIS AIIMOPSX type of reproductive process [n -XES] 

APOPLEXY AELOPPXY sudden loss of sensation and muscular control [n -XIES] 

APRAXIAS AAAIPRSX APRAXIA, loss of ability to perform coordinated movements [n] 

ASPHYXIA AAHIPSXY unconsciousness caused by lack of oxygen [n -S]  
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ATARAXIA AAAAIRTX peace of mind [n -S] 

ATARAXIC AAACIRTX tranquilizing drug [n -S] 

AUXETICS ACEISTUX AUXETIC, substance that promotes auxesis [n] 

AXIALITY AAIILTXY state of being axial (pertaining to or forming axis) [n -TIES] 

AXILLARS AAILLRSX AXILLAR, feather on undersurface of bird's wing [n] 

AXILLARY AAILLRXY axillar (feather on undersurface of bird's wing) [n -RIES] 

AXIOLOGY AGILOOXY study of values and value judgments [n -GIES] 

AXLETREE AEEELRTX type of axle (shaft upon which wheel revolves) [n -S] 

AXOLOTLS ALLOOSTX AXOLOTL, salamander of Mexico and western United States [n] 

AXONEMAL AAELMNOX pertaining to axoneme (part of cilium) [adj] 

AXONEMES AEEMNOSX AXONEME, part of cilium [n] 

AXOPLASM AALMOPSX protoplasm of axon [n -S] 

BANJAXED AABDEJNX BANJAX, to damage or ruin [v] 

BANJAXES AABEJNSX BANJAX, to damage or ruin [v] 

BAUXITES ABEISTUX BAUXITE, ore of aluminum [n] 

BAUXITIC ABCIITUX BAUXITE, ore of aluminum [adj] 

BEMIXING BEGIIMNX BEMIX, to mix thoroughly [v] 

BIOTOXIN BIINOOTX poison made by plant or animal [n -S] 

BISEXUAL ABEILSUX one who is attracted to both sexes [n -S] 

BOLLIXED BDEILLOX BOLLIX, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BOLLIXES BEILLOSX BOLLIX, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BOLLOXED BDELLOOX BOLLOX, to bollix (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [v] 

BOLLOXES BELLOOSX BOLLOX, to bollix (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [v] 

BOMBYXES BBEMOSXY BOMBYX, silkworm (caterpillar that spins cocoon of silk fibers) [n] 

BOXBALLS ABBLLOSX BOXBALL, form of handball [n] 

BOXBERRY BBEORRXY evergreen plant [n -RRIES] 

BOXBOARD ABBDOORX stiff paperboard [n -S] 

BOXHAULS ABHLOSUX BOXHAUL, to veer ship around [v] 

BOXINESS BEINOSSX state of being boxy (resembling box) [n -ES] 

BOXTHORN BHNOORTX thorny shrub [n -S] 

BOXWOODS BDOOOSWX BOXWOOD, evergreen shrub [n] 

BROADAXE AABDEORX broadax (broad-edged ax) [n -S] 

BRUXISMS BIMRSSUX BRUXISM, nervous grinding of teeth [n] 

BUXOMEST BEMOSTUX BUXOM, healthily plump [adj] 

CACHEXIA AACCEHIX general ill health [n -S] 

CACHEXIC ACCCEHIX CACHEXIA, general ill health [adj] 

CACOMIXL ACCILMOX raccoon-like mammal [n -S] 

CARBOXYL ABCLORXY univalent acid radical [n -S] 

CATHEXES ACEEHSTX CATHEXIS, concentration of psychic energy on person or idea [n] 

CATHEXIS ACEHISTX concentration of psychic energy on person or idea [n -XES] 

CAUDEXES ACDEESUX CAUDEX, woody base of some plants [n] 

CERVIXES CEEIRSVX CERVIX, neck [n] 

CHRONAXY ACHNORXY time required to excite nerve cell electrically [n -XIES] 

CLIMAXED ACDEILMX CLIMAX, to reach high or dramatic point [v] 

CLIMAXES ACEILMSX CLIMAX, to reach high or dramatic point [v] 

COAXINGS ACGINOSX COAXING, act of cajoling [n] 

COCCYXES CCCEOSXY COCCYX, bone of spine [n] 
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COEXERTS CEEORSTX COEXERT, to exert jointly [v] 

COEXISTS CEIOSSTX COEXIST, to exist together [v] 

COEXTEND CDEENOTX to extend through same space or time as another [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMMIXED CDEIMMOX COMMIX, to mix together [v] 

COMMIXES CEIMMOSX COMMIX, to mix together [v] 

CONTEXTS CENOSTTX CONTEXT, part of discourse in which particular word or phrase appears [n] 

CONVEXES CEENOSVX CONVEX, surface or body that is convex (curving outward) [n] 

CONVEXLY CELNOVXY in convex manner [adv] 

CORTEXES CEEORSTX CORTEX, outer layer of organ [n] 

COWPOXES CEOOPSWX COWPOX, cattle disease [n] 

COXALGIA AACGILOX pain in hip [n -S] 

COXALGIC ACCGILOX COXALGIA, pain in hip [adj] 

COXCOMBS BCCMOOSX COXCOMB, conceited dandy [n] 

COXSWAIN ACINOSWX to direct (crew) as coxswain [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFLEXED DDEEEFLX bent downward [adj] 

DEIXISES DEEIISSX DEIXIS, specifying function of some words [n] 

DESEXING DEEGINSX DESEX, to castrate or spay [v] 

DETOXIFY DEFIOTXY to remove toxin from [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DETOXING DEGINOTX DETOX, to detoxify (to remove toxin from) [v] 

DEWAXING ADEGINWX DEWAX, to remove wax from [v] 

DEXTRALS ADELRSTX DEXTRAL, right-handed person [n] 

DEXTRANS ADENRSTX DEXTRAN, substance used as blood plasma substitute [n] 

DEXTRINE DEEINRTX dextrin (substance used as adhesive) [n -S] 

DEXTRINS DEINRSTX DEXTRIN, substance used as adhesive [n] 

DEXTROSE DEEORSTX form of glucose [n -S] 

DEXTROUS DEORSTUX adroit (skillful (having skill (ability to do something well))) [adj] 

DIGOXINS DGIINOSX DIGOXIN, drug to improve heart function [n] 

DIOXANES ADEINOSX DIOXANE, flammable liquid [n] 

DIOXIDES DDEIIOSX DIOXIDE, type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n] 

DIPLEXER DEEILPRX coupling device [n -S] 

DOXOLOGY DGLOOOXY hymn or verse of praise to God [n -GIES] 

DUPLEXED DDEELPUX DUPLEX, to make duple [v] 

DUPLEXER DEELPRUX electronic switching device [n -S] 

DUPLEXES DEELPSUX DUPLEX, to make duple [v] 

DUXELLES DEELLSUX garnish or sauce with minced mushrooms [n DUXELLES] 

DYSLEXIA ADEILSXY impairment of ability to read [n -S] 

DYSLEXIC CDEILSXY one who is affected with dyslexia [n -S] 

DYSTAXIA AADISTXY form of muscular tremor [n -S] 

EARWAXES AAEERSWX EARWAX, cerumen (waxy secretion of ear) [n] 

EFFLUXES EEFFLSUX EFFLUX, outflow [n] 

EKTEXINE EEEIKNTX outer layer of exine [n -S] 

ENDEXINE DEEEINNX inner layer of exine [n -S] 

EPITAXIC ACEIIPTX EPITAXY, type of crystalline growth [adj] 

EPOXIDES DEEIOPSX EPOXIDE, epoxy compound [n] 

EPOXYING EGINOPXY EPOXY, to glue with epoxy (type of resin) [v] 

ETHOXIES EEHIOSTX ETHOXY, ethoxyl (univalent chemical radical) [n] 

ETHOXYLS EHLOSTXY ETHOXYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 
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EUTAXIES AEEISTUX EUTAXY, good order [n] 

EUXENITE EEEINTUX mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

EXABYTES ABEESTXY EXABYTE, one quintillion bytes [n] 

EXACTERS ACEERSTX EXACTER, one that exacts (to force payment or yielding of) [n] 

EXACTEST ACEESTTX EXACT, precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated) [adj] 

EXACTING ACEGINTX EXACT, to force payment or yielding of [v] 

EXACTION ACEINOTX act of exacting (to force payment or yielding of) [n -S] 

EXACTORS ACEORSTX EXACTOR, exacter (one that exacts (to force payment or yielding of)) [n] 

EXAHERTZ AEEHRTXZ one quintillion hertz [n EXAHERTZ, -ES] 

EXALTERS AEELRSTX EXALTER, one that exalts (to raise (to move to higher position)) [n] 

EXALTING AEGILNTX EXALT, to raise (to move to higher position) [v] 

EXAMINED ADEEIMNX EXAMINE, to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v] 

EXAMINEE AEEEIMNX one that is taking examination [n -S] 

EXAMINER AEEIMNRX one that examines (to inspect (to look carefully at or over)) [n -S] 

EXAMINES AEEIMNSX EXAMINE, to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v] 

EXAMPLED ADEELMPX EXAMPLE, to show by representation [v] 

EXAMPLES AEELMPSX EXAMPLE, to show by representation [v] 

EXANTHEM AEEHMNTX skin eruption [n -S] 

EXAPTIVE AEEIPTVX pertaining to exapted function [adj] 

EXARCHAL AACEHLRX EXARCH, ruler of province in Byzantine Empire [adj] 

EXCAVATE AACEETVX to dig out [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXCEEDED CDDEEEEX EXCEED, to go beyond [v] 

EXCEEDER CDEEEERX one that exceeds (to go beyond) [n -S] 

EXCELLED CDEEELLX EXCEL, to surpass others [v] 

EXCEPTED CDEEEPTX EXCEPT, to leave out [v] 

EXCERPTS CEEPRSTX EXCERPT, to pick out passage from for quoting [v] 

EXCESSED CDEEESSX EXCESS, to eliminate position of [v] 

EXCESSES CEEESSSX EXCESS, to eliminate position of [v] 

EXCHANGE ACEEGHNX to give and receive reciprocally [v -D, -GING, -S] 

EXCIDING CDEGIINX EXCIDE, to excise (to remove by cutting out) [v] 

EXCIMERS CEEIMRSX EXCIMER, dimer that exists in excited state [n] 

EXCIPLES CEEILPSX EXCIPLE, rim around hymenium of various lichens [n] 

EXCISING CEGIINSX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v] 

EXCISION CEIINOSX act of excising (to remove by cutting out) [n -S] 

EXCITANT ACEINTTX stimulant [n -S] 

EXCITERS CEEIRSTX EXCITER, one that excites (to arouse emotions of) [n] 

EXCITING CEGIINTX EXCITE, to arouse emotions of [v] 

EXCITONS CEINOSTX EXCITON, phenomenon occurring in excited crystal [n] 

EXCITORS CEIORSTX EXCITOR, exciter (one that excites (to arouse emotions of)) [n] 

EXCLAIMS ACEILMSX EXCLAIM, to cry out suddenly [v] 

EXCLAVES ACEELSVX EXCLAVE, portion of country which is isolated in foreign territory [n] 

EXCLUDED CDDEELUX EXCLUDE, to shut out [v] 

EXCLUDER CDEELRUX one that excludes (to shut out) [n -S] 

EXCLUDES CDEELSUX EXCLUDE, to shut out [v] 

EXCRETAL ACEELRTX EXCRETA, excreted matter [adj] 

EXCRETED CDEEERTX EXCRETE, to separate and eliminate from organic body [v] 

EXCRETER CEEERRTX one that excretes (to separate and eliminate from organic body) [n -S] 
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EXCRETES CEEERSTX EXCRETE, to separate and eliminate from organic body [v] 

EXCURSUS CERSSUUX long appended exposition of topic [n -ES] 

EXCUSERS CEERSSUX EXCUSER, one that excuses (to apologize for) [n] 

EXCUSING CEGINSUX EXCUSE, to apologize for [v] 

EXECRATE ACEEERTX to curse (to wish evil upon) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXECUTED CDEEETUX EXECUTE, to carry out [v] 

EXECUTER CEEERTUX executor (one that executes (to carry out)) [n -S] 

EXECUTES CEEESTUX EXECUTE, to carry out [v] 

EXECUTOR CEEORTUX one that executes (to carry out) [n -S] 

EXEGESES EEEEGSSX EXEGESIS, critical explanation or analysis [n] 

EXEGESIS EEEGISSX critical explanation or analysis [n -SES] 

EXEGETES EEEEGSTX EXEGETE, one skilled in exegesis [n] 

EXEGETIC CEEEGITX EXEGESIS, critical explanation or analysis [adj] 

EXEMPLAR AEELMPRX one that is worthy of being copied [n -S] 

EXEMPLUM EELMMPUX example [n -LA] 

EXEMPTED DEEEMPTX EXEMPT, to free from obligation required of others [v] 

EXEQUIAL AEEILQUX EXEQUY, funeral procession [adj] 

EXEQUIES EEEIQSUX EXEQUY, funeral procession [n] 

EXERCISE CEEEIRSX to make use of [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXERGUAL AEEGLRUX EXERGUE, space on coin [adj] 

EXERGUES EEEGRSUX EXERGUE, space on coin [n] 

EXERTING EEGINRTX EXERT, to put into action [v] 

EXERTION EEINORTX act of exerting (to put into action) [n -S] 

EXERTIVE EEEIRTVX tending to exert [adj] 

EXHALANT AAEHLNTX something that exhales (to expel air or vapor) [n -S] 

EXHALENT AEEHLNTX exhalant (something that exhales (to expel air or vapor)) [n -S] 

EXHALING AEGHILNX EXHALE, to expel air or vapor [v] 

EXHAUSTS AEHSSTUX EXHAUST, to use up [v] 

EXHEDRAE ADEEEHRX EXHEDRA, exedra (curved outdoor bench) [n] 

EXHIBITS BEHIISTX EXHIBIT, to present for public viewing [v] 

EXHORTED DEEHORTX EXHORT, to advise urgently [v] 

EXHORTER EEHORRTX one that exhorts (to advise urgently) [n -S] 

EXHUMERS EEHMRSUX EXHUMER, one that exhumes (to dig out of earth) [n] 

EXHUMING EGHIMNUX EXHUME, to dig out of earth [v] 

EXIGENCE CEEEGINX exigency (urgency (quality of being urgent (requiring immediate attention))) [n -S] 

EXIGENCY CEEGINXY urgency (quality of being urgent (requiring immediate attention)) [n -CIES] 

EXIGIBLE BEEGIILX liable to be demanded [adj] 

EXIGUITY EGIITUXY state of being exiguous (meager (deficient in quantity or quality)) [n -TIES] 

EXIGUOUS EGIOSUUX meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

EXILABLE ABEEILLX EXILE, to banish from one's own country [adj] 

EXIMIOUS EIIMOSUX excellent [adj] 

EXISTENT EEINSTTX something that exists (to be (to have actuality)) [n -S] 

EXISTING EGIINSTX EXIST, to be (to have actuality) [v] 

EXITLESS EEILSSTX lacking way out [adj] 

EXOCARPS ACEOPRSX EXOCARP, epicarp (outer layer of pericarp) [n] 

EXOCRINE CEEINORX external secretion [n -S] 

EXOCYTIC CCEIOTXY pertaining to cellular excretion [adj] 
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EXODERMS DEEMORSX EXODERM, ectoderm (outermost germ layer of embryo) [n] 

EXODUSES DEEOSSUX EXODUS, movement away [n] 

EXOERGIC CEEGIORX releasing energy (capacity for vigorous activity) [adj] 

EXOGAMIC ACEGIMOX EXOGAMY, marriage outside of particular group [adj] 

EXOGENIC CEEGINOX formed or occurring on surface of earth [adj] 

EXONEREE EEEENORX one proven not guilty [n -S]  

EXONUMIA AEIMNOUX collectible items other than coins or paper money [n EXONUMIA] 

EXORABLE ABEELORX persuadable [adj] 

EXORCISE CEEIORSX to free of evil spirit [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EXORCISM CEIMORSX act of exorcising (to free of evil spirit) [n -S] 

EXORCIST CEIORSTX one who practices exorcism (act of exorcising (to free of evil spirit)) [n -S] 

EXORCIZE CEEIORXZ to exorcise (to free of evil spirit) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EXORDIAL ADEILORX EXORDIUM, beginning [adj] 

EXORDIUM DEIMORUX beginning [n -IA, -S] 

EXOSMOSE EEMOOSSX form of osmosis [n -S] 

EXOSPORE EEOOPRSX outer coat of spore [n -S] 

EXOTERIC CEEIORTX suitable for public [adj] 

EXOTISMS EIMOSSTX EXOTISM, exotic (something from another part of world) [n] 

EXOTOXIC CEIOOTXX EXOTOXIN, excreted toxin [adj] 

EXOTOXIN EINOOTXX excreted toxin [n -S]] 

EXPANDED ADDEENPX EXPAND, to increase in size or volume [v] 

EXPANDER ADEENPRX one that expands (to increase in size or volume) [n -S] 

EXPANDOR ADENOPRX type of transducer [n -S] 

EXPANSES AEENPSSX EXPANSE, wide, continuous area [n] 

EXPECTED CDEEEPTX EXPECT, to anticipate [v] 

EXPECTER CEEEPRTX one that expects (to anticipate) [n -S] 

EXPEDITE DEEEIPTX to speed up progress of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXPELLED DEEELLPX EXPEL, to force out [v] 

EXPELLEE EEEELLPX deportee (one who is deported) [n -S] 

EXPELLER EEELLPRX one that expels (to force out) [n -S] 

EXPENDED DDEEENPX EXPEND, to use up [v] 

EXPENDER DEEENPRX one that expends (to use up) [n -S] 

EXPENSED DEEENPSX EXPENSE, to charge with costs [v] 

EXPENSES EEENPSSX EXPENSE, to charge with costs [v] 

EXPERTED DEEEPRTX EXPERT, to serve as authority [v] 

EXPERTLY EELPRTXY skillfully (in skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) manner) [adv] 

EXPIABLE ABEEILPX capable of being expiated [adj] 

EXPIATED ADEEIPTX EXPIATE, to atone for [v] 

EXPIATES AEEIPSTX EXPIATE, to atone for [v] 

EXPIATOR AEIOPRTX one that expiates (to atone for) [n -S] 

EXPIRERS EEIPRRSX EXPIRER, one that expires (to come to end) [n] 

EXPIRIES EEIIPRSX EXPIRY, termination [n] 

EXPIRING EGIINPRX EXPIRE, to come to end [v] 

EXPLAINS AEILNPSX EXPLAIN, to make plain or understandable [v] 

EXPLANTS AELNPSTX EXPLANT, to remove from natural site of growth and place in medium [v] 

EXPLICIT CEIILPTX statement formerly used at close of book [n -S] 

EXPLODED DDEELOPX EXPLODE, to blow up [v] 
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EXPLODER DEELOPRX one that explodes (to blow up) [n -S] 

EXPLODES DEELOPSX EXPLODE, to blow up [v] 

EXPLOITS EILOPSTX EXPLOIT, to take advantage of [v] 

EXPLORED DEELOPRX EXPLORE, to travel through for purpose of discovery [v] 

EXPLORER EELOPRRX one that explores (to travel through for purpose of discovery) [n -S] 

EXPLORES EELOPRSX EXPLORE, to travel through for purpose of discovery [v] 

EXPONENT EENNOPTX one who expounds [n -S] 

EXPORTED DEEOPRTX EXPORT, to send to other countries for commercial purposes [v] 

EXPORTER EEOPRRTX one that exports (to send to other countries for commercial purposes) [n -S] 

EXPOSALS AELOPSSX EXPOSAL, exposure (act of exposing (to lay open to view)) [n] 

EXPOSERS EEOPRSSX EXPOSER, one that exposes (to lay open to view) [n] 

EXPOSING EGINOPSX EXPOSE, to lay open to view [v] 

EXPOSITS EIOPSSTX EXPOSIT, to expound (to explain in detail) [v] 

EXPOSURE EEOPRSUX act of exposing (to lay open to view) [n -S] 

EXPOUNDS DENOPSUX EXPOUND, to explain in detail [v] 

EXPRESSO EEOPRSSX espresso (strong coffee) [n -S] 

EXPULSED DEELPSUX EXPULSE, to expel (to force out) [v] 

EXPULSES EELPSSUX EXPULSE, to expel (to force out) [v] 

EXPUNGED DEEGNPUX EXPUNGE, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v] 

EXPUNGER EEGNPRUX one that expunges (to delete (to remove written or printed matter)) [n -S] 

EXPUNGES EEGNPSUX EXPUNGE, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v] 

EXSCINDS CDEINSSX EXSCIND, to cut out [v] 

EXSECANT ACEENSTX trigonometric function of angle [n -S] 

EXSECTED CDEEESTX EXSECT, to cut out [v] 

EXSERTED DEEERSTX EXSERT, to thrust out [v] 

EXTENDED DDEEENTX EXTEND, to stretch out to full length [v] 

EXTENDER DEEENRTX substance added to another substance [n -S] 

EXTENSOR EENORSTX muscle that extends limb [n -S] 

EXTERIOR EEIORRTX part or surface that is outside [n -S] 

EXTERNAL AEELNRTX exterior (part or surface that is outside) [n -S] 

EXTERNES EEENRSTX EXTERNE, extern (nonresident of institution) [n] 

EXTINCTS CEINSTTX EXTINCT, to extinguish [v] 

EXTOLLED DEELLOTX EXTOL, to praise highly [v] / EXTOLL [v] 

EXTOLLER EELLORTX one that extols (to praise highly) [n -S] 

EXTORTED DEEORTTX EXTORT, to obtain from person by violence or intimidation [v] 

EXTORTER EEORRTTX one that extorts (to obtain from person by violence or intimidation) [n -S] 

EXTRACTS ACERSTTX EXTRACT, to pull or draw out [v] 

EXTRADOS ADEORSTX outer curve of arch [n -ES] 

EXTRANET AEENRTTX intranet that permits limited access by outsiders [n -S] 

EXTREMER EEEMRRTX EXTREME, existing in very high degree [adj] 

EXTREMES EEEMRSTX EXTREME, highest degree [n] 

EXTREMUM EEMMRTUX maximum or minimum of mathematical function [n -MA, -S] 

EXTRORSE EEORRSTX facing outward [adj] 

EXTRUDED DDEERTUX EXTRUDE, to force, thrust, or push out [v] 

EXTRUDER DEERRTUX one that extrudes (to force, thrust, or push out) [n -S] 

EXTRUDES DEERSTUX EXTRUDE, to force, thrust, or push out [v] 

EXTUBATE ABEETTUX to remove tube from [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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EXUDATES ADEESTUX EXUDATE, exuded substance [n] 

EXULTANT AELNTTUX exulting [adj] 

EXULTING EGILNTUX EXULT, to rejoice greatly [v] 

EXURBIAS ABEIRSUX EXURBIA, exurb (residential area lying beyond suburbs of city) [n] 

EXUVIATE AEEITUVX to molt (to cast off outer covering) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

FEDEXING DEEFGINX FEDEX, to send by Federal Express [v] 

FIXATIFS AFFIISTX FIXATIF, fixative (substance for preserving paintings or drawings) [n] 

FIXATING AFGIINTX FIXATE, to make stable or stationary [v] 

FIXATION AFIINOTX act of fixating (to make stable or stationary) [n -S] 

FIXATIVE AEFIITVX substance for preserving paintings or drawings [n -S] 

FIXITIES EFIIISTX FIXITY, stability (quality of being stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition)) [n] 

FIXTURES EFIRSTUX FIXTURE, permanent part or appendage of house [n] 

FLAXIEST AEFILSTX FLAXY, flaxen (of pale yellow color) [adj] 

FLAXSEED ADEEFLSX seed of flax [n -S] 

FLEXAGON AEFGLNOX folded paper construction [n -S] 

FLEXIBLE BEEFILLX capable of being bent [adj] 

FLEXIBLY BEFILLXY FLEXIBLE, capable of being bent [adv] 

FLEXIONS EFILNOSX FLEXION, flection (act of bending (to curve)) [n] 

FLEXTIME EEFILMTX system that allows flexible working hours [n -S] 

FLEXUOSE EEFLOSUX flexuous (winding) [adj] 

FLEXUOUS EFLOSUUX winding [adj] 

FLEXURAL AEFLLRUX FLEXURE, act of bending (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [adj] 

FLEXURES EEFLRSUX FLEXURE, act of bending (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [n] 

FLEXWING EFGILNWX collapsible fabric wing used in hang gliders [n -S] 

FLIXWEED DEEFILWX plant of mustard family [n -S] 

FLUXGATE AEFGLTUX device to measure magnetic field [n -S] 

FLUXIONS FILNOSUX FLUXION, act of flowing (to move steadily and smoothly along) [n] 

FOXBERRY BEFORRXY cowberry (pasture shrub) [n -RRIES] 

FOXFIRES EFFIORSX FOXFIRE, glow produced by certain fungi on decaying wood [n] 

FOXGLOVE EFGLOOVX flowering plant [n -S] 

FOXHOLES EFHLOOSX FOXHOLE, small pit used for cover in battle area [n] 

FOXHOUND DFHNOOUX hunting dog [n -S] 

FOXHUNTS FHNOSTUX FOXHUNT, to hunt with hounds for fox [v] 

FOXINESS EFINOSSX state of being foxy (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [n -ES] 

FOXSKINS FIKNOSSX FOXSKIN, skin of fox [n] 

FOXTAILS AFILOSTX FOXTAIL, tail of fox [n] 

FOXTROTS FOORSTTX FOXTROT, to dance fox trot (dance for couples) [v] 

GALAXIES AAEGILSX GALAXY, large system of celestial bodies [n] 

GEOTAXES AEEGOSTX GEOTAXIS, movement of organism in response to gravity [n] 

GEOTAXIS AEGIOSTX movement of organism in response to gravity [n -XES] 

GLOXINIA AGIILNOX tropical plant [n -S] 

HANDAXES AADEHNSX HANDAX, short-handled ax [n] 

HATBOXES ABEHOSTX HATBOX, box for hat [n] 

HEXAGONS AEGHNOSX HEXAGON, polygon having six sides [n] 

HEXAGRAM AAEGHMRX six-pointed star [n -S] 

HEXAMINE AEEHIMNX chemical compound [n -S] 

HEXAPLAR AAEHLPRX HEXAPLA, edition in which six texts are set in parallel columns [adj] 
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HEXAPLAS AAEHLPSX HEXAPLA, edition in which six texts are set in parallel columns [n] 

HEXAPODS ADEHOPSX HEXAPOD, six-legged insect [n] 

HEXAPODY ADEHOPXY line of verse with six feet [n -DIES] 

HEXARCHY ACEHHRXY group of six separate states [n -HIES] 

HEXEREIS EEEHIRSX HEXEREI, witchcraft [n] 

HEXOSANS AEHNOSSX HEXOSAN, carbohydrate [n] 

HOTBOXES BEHOOSTX HOTBOX, overheated bearing of railroad car [n] 

HYDROXYL DHLORXYY radical or group containing oxygen and hydrogen [n -S] 

HYPOXIAS AHIOPSXY HYPOXIA, deficiency of oxygen in body tissue [n] 

ICEBOXES BCEEIOSX ICEBOX, cabinet for cooling food [n] 

IMMIXING GIIIMMNX IMMIX, to mix in [v] 

INDEXERS DEEINRSX INDEXER, one that indexes (to provide with index) [n] 

INDEXING DEGIINNX linking of wages and prices to cost-of-living levels [n -S] / INDEX, to provide with index [v] 

INDOXYLS DILNOSXY INDOXYL, chemical compound [n] 

INEXPERT EEINPRTX novice (person new to any field or activity) [n -S] 

INFIXING FGIIINNX INFIX, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

INFIXION FIIINNOX act of infixing (to implant (to set securely)) [n -S] 

INFLEXED DEEFILNX bent inward [adj] 

INFLUXES EFILNSUX INFLUX, flowing in [n] 

LARYNXES AELNRSXY LARYNX, organ of respiratory tract [n] 

LAXATION AAILNOTX act of relaxing (to make less tense or rigid) [n -S] 

LAXATIVE AAEILTVX drug that stimulates evacuation of bowels [n -S] 

LAXITIES AEIILSTX LAXITY, state of being lax (not strict or stringent) [n] 

LEXICONS CEILNOSX LEXICON, dictionary [n] 

LEXIGRAM AEGILMRX symbol representing word [n -S] 

LIXIVIAL AIIILLVX LIXIVIUM, solution obtained by leaching [adj] 

LIXIVIUM IIILMUVX solution obtained by leaching [n -IA, -S] 

LUMMOXES ELMMOSUX LUMMOX, clumsy person [n] 

LUXATING AGILNTUX LUXATE, to put out of joint [v] 

LUXATION AILNOTUX act of luxating (to put out of joint) [n -S] 

LUXURIES EILRSUUX LUXURY, free indulgence in that which affords pleasure or comfort [n] 

MAGNOXES AEGMNOSX MAGNOX, magnesium-based alloy [n] 

MASTIXES AEIMSSTX MASTIX, mastic (aromatic resin) [n] 

MATRIXES AEIMRSTX MATRIX, something within which something else originates or develops [n] 

MAXIBOAT AABIMOTX large racing yacht [n -S] 

MAXICOAT AACIMOTX long coat [n -S] 

MAXILLAE AAEILLMX MAXILLA, upper jaw or jawbone [n] 

MAXILLAS AAILLMSX MAXILLA, upper jaw or jawbone [n] 

MAXIMALS AAILMMSX MAXIMAL, element of mathematical set that is followed by no other [n] 

MAXIMAND AADIMMNX something that is to be maximized [n -S] 

MAXIMINS AIIMMNSX MAXIMIN, maximum of set of minima [n] 

MAXIMISE AEIIMMSX to maximize (to make as great as possible) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MAXIMITE AEIIMMTX powerful explosive [n -S] 

MAXIMIZE AEIIMMXZ to make as great as possible [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MAXIMUMS AIMMMSUX MAXIMUM, greatest possible amount, quantity, or degree [n] 

MAXWELLS AELLMSWX MAXWELL, unit of magnetic flux [n] 

METHOXYL EHLMOTXY methoxy (containing certain chemical group) [adj] 
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MIXDOWNS DIMNOSWX MIXDOWN, process of combining soundtracks to make recording [n] 

MIXOLOGY GILMOOXY art of making mixed drinks [n -GIES] 

MIXTAPES AEIMPSTX MIXTAPE, compilation of songs recorded from various sources [n] 

MIXTURES EIMRSTUX MIXTURE, something produced by mixing [n] 

MONAXIAL AAILMNOX having one axis [adj] 

MONAXONS AMNNOOSX MONAXON, straight spicule in sponges [n] 

MONOXIDE DEIMNOOX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

MUSKOXEN EKMNOSUX MUSKOX, large bovid of arctic regions [n] 

MYXAMEBA AABEMMXY slime mold that resembles amoeba [n -E, -S] 

MYXEDEMA ADEEMMXY disease caused by decreased activity of thyroid gland [n -S] 

MYXOCYTE CEMOTXYY large cell found in mucous tissue [n -S] 

MYXOMATA AAMMOTXY MYXOMA, tumor composed of mucous tissue [n] 

NALOXONE AELNNOOX chemical compound [n -S] 

NAPROXEN AENNOPRX anti-inflammatory drug [n -S] 

NEURAXON AENNORUX part of neuron [n -S] 

NEXTDOOR DENOORTX located in next building or room [adj] 

NONTAXES AENNOSTX NONTAX, tax of little consequence [n] 

NONTOXIC CINNOOTX something that is not toxic [n -S] 

OTOTOXIC CIOOOTTX adversely affecting hearing or balance [adj] 

OUTBOXED BDEOOTUX OUTBOX, to surpass in boxing [v] 

OUTBOXES BEOOSTUX OUTBOX, to surpass in boxing [v] 

OUTFOXED DEFOOTUX OUTFOX, to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v] 

OUTFOXES EFOOSTUX OUTFOX, to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v] 

OXALATED AADELOTX OXALATE, to treat with oxalate (chemical salt) [v] 

OXALATES AAELOSTX OXALATE, to treat with oxalate (chemical salt) [v] 

OXALISES AEILOSSX OXALIS, flowering plant [n] 

OXAZEPAM AAEMOPXZ tranquilizing drug [n -S] 

OXAZINES AEINOSXZ OXAZINE, chemical compound [n] 

OXAZOLES AELOOSXZ OXAZOLE, liquid chemical compound [n] 

OXBLOODS BDLOOOSX OXBLOOD, deep red color [n] 

OXHEARTS AEHORSTX OXHEART, variety of sweet cherry [n] 

OXIDABLE ABDEILOX capable of being oxidized [adj] 

OXIDANTS ADINOSTX OXIDANT, oxidizing agent [n] 

OXIDASES ADEIOSSX OXIDASE, oxidizing enzyme [n] 

OXIDASIC ACDIIOSX OXIDASE, oxidizing enzyme [adj] 

OXIDATED ADDEIOTX OXIDATE, to oxidize (to combine with oxygen) [v] 

OXIDATES ADEIOSTX OXIDATE, to oxidize (to combine with oxygen) [v] 

OXIDISED DDEIIOSX OXIDISE, to oxidize (to combine with oxygen) [v] 

OXIDISER DEIIORSX oxidizer (oxidant (oxidizing agent)) [n -S] 

OXIDISES DEIIOSSX OXIDISE, to oxidize (to combine with oxygen) [v] 

OXIDIZED DDEIIOXZ OXIDIZE, to combine with oxygen [v] 

OXIDIZER DEIIORXZ oxidant (oxidizing agent) [n -S] 

OXIDIZES DEIIOSXZ OXIDIZE, to combine with oxygen [v] 

OXIMETER EEIMORTX instrument for measuring amount of oxygen in blood [n -S] 

OXIMETRY EIMORTXY use of oximeter [n -RIES] 

OXPECKER CEEKOPRX African bird [n -S] 

OXTONGUE EGNOOTUX European herb [n -S] 
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OXYACIDS ACDIOSXY OXYACID, acid that contains oxygen [n] 

OXYGENIC CEGINOXY OXYGEN, gaseous element [adj] 

OXYMORON MNOOORXY combination of contradictory or incongruous words [n -RA, -S] 

OXYPHILE EHILOPXY organism that thrives in relatively acid environment [n -S] 

OXYPHILS HILOPSXY OXYPHIL, oxyphile (organism that thrives in relatively acid environment) [n] 

OXYSALTS ALOSSTXY OXYSALT, salt of oxyacid [n] 

OXYSOMES EMOOSSXY OXYSOME, structural unit of cellular cristae [n] 

OXYTOCIC CCIOOTXY drug that hastens process of childbirth [n -S] 

OXYTOCIN CINOOTXY pituitary hormone [n -S] 

OXYTONES ENOOSTXY OXYTONE, word having heavy stress on last syllable [n] 

OXYTROPE EOOPRTXY flowering plant [n -S] 

PANMIXES AEIMNPSX PANMIXIS, panmixia (random mating within breeding population) [n] 

PANMIXIA AAIIMNPX random mating within breeding population [n -S] 

PANMIXIS AIIMNPSX panmixia (random mating within breeding population) [n -XES] 

PAROXYSM AMOPRSXY sudden fit or attack [n -S] 

PAXWAXES AAEPSWXX PAXWAX, nuchal ligament of quadruped [n] 

PEGBOXES BEEGOPSX PEGBOX, part of stringed instrument [n] 

PEROXIDE DEEIOPRX to treat with peroxide (bleaching agent) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PEROXIDS DEIOPRSX PEROXID, peroxide [n] 

PHENIXES EEHINPSX PHENIX, phoenix (mythical bird) [n] 

PHYLAXIS AHILPSXY inhibiting of infection by body [n -ES] 

PICKAXED ACDEIKPX PICKAX, to use pickax (tool for breaking hard surfaces) [v] / PICKAXE [v] 

PICKAXES ACEIKPSX PICKAX, to use pickax (tool for breaking hard surfaces) [v] / PICKAXE [v] 

PIXELATE AEEILPTX to divide image into pixels for display in digital format [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PIXIEISH EHIIIPSX PIXIE, pixy (playfully mischievous fairy or elf) [adj] 

PIXILATE AEIILPTX pixelate (to divide image into pixels for display in digital format) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PIXINESS EIINPSSX state of being playfully mischievous [n -ES] 

PLEXUSES EELPSSUX PLEXUS, interlacing of parts [n] 

POLEAXED ADEELOPX POLEAX, to strike with axlike weapon [v] / POLEAXE [v] 

POLEAXES AEELOPSX POLEAX, to strike with axlike weapon [v] / POLEAXE [v] 

POXVIRUS IOPRSUVX type of virus (any of class of submicroscopic pathogens) [n -ES] 

PRAXISES AEIPRSSX PRAXIS, practical use of theory [n] 

PREAXIAL AAEILPRX situated in front of axis [adj] 

PREEXIST EEIPRSTX to exist before [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREFIXAL AEFILPRX pertaining to or being prefix [adj] 

PREFIXED DEEFIPRX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

PREFIXES EEFIPRSX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

PREMIXED DEEIMPRX PREMIX, to mix before use [v] 

PREMIXES EEIMPRSX PREMIX, to mix before use [v] 

PRETEXTS EEPRSTTX PRETEXT, to allege as excuse [v] 

PROLIXLY ILLOPRXY PROLIX, tediously long and wordy [adv] 

PROTOXID DIOOPRTX oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

PROXEMIC CEIMOPRX pertaining to branch of environmental study [adj] 

PROXIMAL AILMOPRX located near point of origin [adj] 

PYREXIAL AEILPRXY PYREXIA, fever [adj] 

PYREXIAS AEIPRSXY PYREXIA, fever [n] 

PYROXENE EENOPRXY any of group of minerals common in igneous rocks [n -S] 
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PYXIDIUM DIIMPUXY type of seed vessel [n -IA] 

QUIXOTES EIOQSTUX QUIXOTE, quixotic person [n] 

QUIXOTIC CIIOQTUX extremely idealistic [adj] 

QUIXOTRY IOQRTUXY quixotic action or thought [n -RIES] 

REEXPELS EEELPRSX REEXPEL, to expel again [v] 

REEXPORT EEOPRRTX to export again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEXPOSE EEEOPRSX to expose again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REFIXING EFGIINRX REFIX, to fix again [v] 

REFLEXED DEEEFLRX REFLEX, to bend back [v] 

REFLEXES EEEFLRSX REFLEX, to bend back [v] 

REFLEXLY EEFLLRXY in reflexed manner [adv] 

REFLUXED DEEFLRUX REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v] 

REFLUXES EEFLRSUX REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v] 

RELAXANT AAELNRTX drug that relieves muscular tension [n -S] 

RELAXERS AEELRRSX RELAXER, one that relaxes (to make less tense or rigid) [n] 

RELAXING AEGILNRX RELAX, to make less tense or rigid [v] 

RELAXINS AEILNRSX RELAXIN, female hormone [n] 

REMIXERS EEIMRRSX REMIXER, one that remixes (as recording) [n] 

REMIXING EGIIMNRX REMIX, to mix again [v] 

RETAXING AEGINRTX RETAX, to tax again [v] 

REWAXING AEGINRWX REWAX, to wax again [v] 

SAXATILE AAEILSTX living or growing among rocks [adj] 

SAXHORNS AHNORSSX SAXHORN, brass wind instrument [n] 

SAXONIES AEINOSSX SAXONY, woolen fabric [n] 

SAXTUBAS AABSSTUX SAXTUBA, bass saxhorn [n] 

SEXINESS EEINSSSX quality or state of being sexy [n -ES] 

SEXOLOGY EGLOOSXY study of human sexual behavior [n -GIES] 

SEXPERTS EEPRSSTX SEXPERT, expert in sexual matters [n] 

SEXTAINS AEINSSTX SEXTAIN, stanza of six lines [n] 

SEXTANTS AENSSTTX SEXTANT, instrument for measuring angular distances [n] 

SEXTARII AEIIRSTX ancient Roman units of liquid measure [n SEXTARII] 

SEXTETTE EEESTTTX sextet (group of six) [n -S] 

SEXTILES EEILSSTX SEXTILE, position of two celestial bodies when they are sixty degrees apart [n] 

SEXTINGS EGINSSTX SEXTING, sending of sexually explicit messages or images by cell phone [n] 

SEXTUPLE EELPSTUX to make six times as great [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SEXTUPLY ELPSTUXY to six times as much or as many [adv] 

SEXUALLY AELLSUXY SEXUAL, pertaining to sex [adv] 

SILOXANE AEILNOSX chemical compound [n -S] 

SILVEXES EEILSSVX SILVEX, herbicide [n] 

SIXPENCE CEEINPSX formerly used British coin worth six pennies [n -S] 

SIXPENNY EINNPSXY worth sixpence [adj] 

SIXTEENS EEINSSTX SIXTEEN, number [n] 

SIXTIETH EHIISTTX one of sixty equal parts [n -S] 

SIXTYISH HIISSTXY being about sixty years old [adj] 

SKYBOXES BEKOSSXY SKYBOX, enclosure of seats situated high in stadium [n] 

SMILAXES AEILMSSX SMILAX, twining plant [n] 

SPADIXES ADEIPSSX SPADIX, flower cluster [n] 
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SPHINXES EHINPSSX SPHINX, monster in Egyptian mythology [n] 

SPHYNXES EHNPSSXY SPHYNX, cat of breed of hairless cats [n] 

STORAXES AEORSSTX STORAX, fragrant resin [n] 

STYRAXES AERSSTXY STYRAX, storax (fragrant resin) [n] 

SUBAXIAL AABILSUX somewhat axial [adj] 

SUBFIXES BEFISSUX SUBFIX, distinguishing symbol or letter written below another character [n] 

SUBOXIDE BDEIOSUX oxide containing relatively little oxygen [n -S] 

SUBTAXON ABNOSTUX subdivision of taxon [n -XA, -S] 

SUBTEXTS BESSTTUX SUBTEXT, written or printed matter under more general text [n] 

SUFFIXAL AFFILSUX pertaining to or being suffix [adj] 

SUFFIXED DEFFISUX SUFFIX, to add as suffix (form affixed to end of end of word) [v] 

SUFFIXES EFFISSUX SUFFIX, to add as suffix (form affixed to end of end of word) [v] 

SURTAXED ADERSTUX SURTAX, to assess with extra tax [v] 

SURTAXES AERSSTUX SURTAX, to assess with extra tax [v] 

SYNTAXES AENSSTXY SYNTAX, way in which words are put together to form phrases and sentences [n] 

SYRINXES EINRSSXY SYRINX, vocal organ of bird [n] 

TAXABLES AABELSTX TAXABLE, taxable item [n] 

TAXATION AAINOTTX process of taxing [n -S] 

TAXICABS AABCISTX TAXICAB, automobile for hire [n] 

TAXINGLY AGILNTXY in onerous (burdensome or oppressive) manner [adv] 

TAXIWAYS AAISTWXY TAXIWAY, paved strip at airport [n] 

TAXONOMY AMNOOTXY study of scientific classification [n -MIES] 

TAXPAYER AAEPRTXY one that pays taxes [n -S] 

TEABOXES ABEEOSTX TEABOX, box for tea leaves [n] 

TELETEXT EEELTTTX communications system in which printed matter is telecast to subscribers [n -S] 

TELEXING EEGILNTX TELEX, to send message by type of telegraphic system [v] 

TETROXID DEIORTTX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

TEXTBOOK BEKOOTTX book used in study of subject [n -S] 

TEXTILES EEILSTTX TEXTILE, woven fabric [n] 

TEXTLESS EELSSTTX having no text [adj] 

TEXTUARY AERTTUXY specialist in study of Scriptures [n -RIES] 

TEXTURAL AELRTTUX pertaining to surface characteristics of something [adj] 

TEXTURED DEERTTUX TEXTURE, to make by weaving [v] 

TEXTURES EERSTTUX TEXTURE, to make by weaving [v] 

THORAXES AEHORSTX THORAX, part of body between neck and abdomen [n] 

THYROXIN HINORTXY amino acid [n -S] 

TOXAEMIA AAEIMOTX toxemia (condition of having toxins in blood) [n -S] 

TOXAEMIC ACEIMOTX TOXAEMIA, toxemia (condition of having toxins in blood) [adj] 

TOXEMIAS AEIMOSTX TOXEMIA, condition of having toxins in blood [n] 

TOXICANT ACINOTTX poisonous substance [n -S] 

TOXICITY CIIOTTXY quality of being poisonous [n -TIES] 

TRIAXIAL AAIILRTX having three axes [adj] 

TRIOXIDE DEIIORTX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

TRIOXIDS DIIORSTX TRIOXID, trioxide (type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical)) [n] 

TUXEDOED DDEEOTUX TUXEDO, man's semiformal dinner coat [adj] 

TUXEDOES DEEOSTUX TUXEDO, man's semiformal dinner coat [n] 

ULEXITES EEILSTUX ULEXITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 
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UNBOXING BGINNOUX UNBOX, to remove from box [v] 

UNEXOTIC CEINOTUX not exotic [adj] 

UNEXPERT EENPRTUX not expert (to serve as authority) [adj] 

UNFIXING FGIINNUX UNFIX, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNFLEXED DEEFLNUX not flexed (to bend (to curve)) [adj] 

UNIAXIAL AAIILNUX having one axis [adj] 

UNISEXES EEINSSUX UNISEX, condition of not being distinguishable as to sex [n] 

UNMIXING GIIMNNUX UNMIX, to separate from mixture [v] 

UNSEXIER EEINRSUX UNSEXY, not sexy (arousing sexual desire) [adj] 

UNSEXILY EILNSUXY not sexily (in sexy (arousing sexual desire) manner) [adv]  

UNSEXING EGINNSUX UNSEX, to deprive of sexual power [v] 

UNSEXUAL AELNSUUX not sexual (pertaining to sex) [adj] 

UXORIOUS IOORSUUX excessively submissive or devoted to one's wife [adj] 

VERNIXES EEINRSVX VERNIX, fatty substance covering skin of fetus [n] 

VERTEXES EEERSTVX VERTEX, highest point of something [n] 

VEXATION AEINOTVX cause of trouble [n -S] 

VEXILLAR AEILLRVX VEXILLUM, web or vane of feather [adj] 

VEXILLUM EILLMUVX web or vane of feather [n -LLA] 

VEXINGLY EGILNVXY in vexing manner [adv] 

VIXENISH EHIINSVX VIXEN, shrewish woman [adj] 

VOLVOXES ELOOSVVX VOLVOX, any of genus of freshwater protozoa [n] 

VORTEXES EEORSTVX VORTEX, whirling mass of fluid [n] 

WAXBERRY ABERRWXY berry with waxy coating [n -RRIES] 

WAXBILLS ABILLSWX WAXBILL, tropical bird [n] 

WAXINESS AEINSSWX quality of being waxy (resembling wax) [n -ES] 

WAXPLANT AALNPTWX tropical plant [n -S] 

WAXWEEDS ADEESWWX WAXWEED, annual herb [n] 

WAXWINGS AGINSWWX WAXWING, type of passerine bird [n] 

WAXWORKS AKORSWWX WAXWORK, effigy made of wax [n] 

WAXWORMS AMORSWWX WAXWORM, moth that infests beehives [n] 

 

Ending with -X 8s 

AFTERTAX AAEFRTTX remaining after payment of taxes [adj] 

ANTHELIX AEHILNTX inner curved ridge on cartilage of external ear [n -ICES, -ES] 

APPENDIX ADEINPPX collection of supplementary material at end of book [n -ICES, -ES] 

AVIATRIX AAIIRTVX female aviator [n -ICES, -ES] 

BANDEAUX AABDENUX BANDEAU, headband (band worn on head) [n] 

BATTEAUX AABETTUX BATTEAU, bateau (flat-bottomed boat) [n] 

BICONVEX BCEINOVX convex on both sides [adj] 

BOBBYSOX BBBOOSXY girls' socks that reach above ankle [n BOBBYSOX] 

BORDEAUX ABDEORUX red or white wine [n BORDEAUX] 

BREADBOX ABBDEORX container for bread [n -ES] 

CHAPEAUX AACEHPUX CHAPEAU, hat [n] 

CHATEAUX AACEHTUX CHATEAU, large country house [n] 

CHECKBOX BCCEHKOX small box on computer screen to be clicked on to select feature [n -ES] 

CICATRIX ACCIIRTX scar tissue [n -ICES, -ES] 

CINEPLEX CEEILNPX trademark [n -ES] 
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COTURNIX CINORTUX small quail [n -ES] 

COUTEAUX ACEOTUUX COUTEAU, knife (sharp-edged instrument used for cutting) [n] 

CRUCIFIX CCFIIRUX cross bearing image of Christ [n -ES] 

CURTALAX AACLRTUX cutlass (short sword) [n -ES] 

CYBERSEX BCEERSXY online sex-oriented conversation [n -ES] 

ECONOBOX BCENOOOX small economical car [n -ES] 

EPICALYX ACEILPXY set of bracts close to and resembling calyx [n -YCES, -ES] 

FABLIAUX AABFILUX FABLIAU, short metrical tale popular in medieval France [n] 

FOURPLEX EFLOPRUX quadplex (building having four units) [n -ES] 

GLOVEBOX BEGLOOVX small compartment in dashboard of vehicle [n -ES] 

HARUSPEX AEHPRSUX soothsayer of ancient Rome [n -ICES] 

HERETRIX EEHIRRTX heritrix (female heritor) [n -ICES, -ES] 

HERITRIX EHIIRRTX female heritor [n -ICES, -ES] 

HOMEOBOX BEHMOOOX short DNA sequence [n -ES] 

HORSEBOX BEHOORSX closed vehicle for transporting horses [n -ES] 

HORSEPOX EHOORSX skin disease of horses [n -ES] 

INTERMIX EIIMNRTX to mix together [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

INTERREX EEINRRTX type of sovereign [n -RREGES] 

INTERSEX EEINRSTX person having characteristics of both sexes [n -ES] 

JAMBEAUX AABEJMUX JAMBEAU, piece of armor for leg [n] 

LUNCHBOX BCHLNOUX container for carrying meals to school or work [n -ES] 

MANTEAUX AAEMNTUX MANTEAU, loose cloak [n] 

MATCHBOX ABCHMOTX small box [n -ES] 

MEGAPLEX AEEGLMPX large building having many movie theaters [n -ES] 

MICROLUX CILMORUX unit of illumination [n -UCES, -ES] 

MILLILUX IILLLMUX unit of illumination [n -UCES, -ES] 

MIREPOIX EIIMOPRX sauteed mixture of diced vegetables [n MIREPOIX] 

MORCEAUX ACEMORUX MORCEAU, short literary or musical composition [n] 

MOUSSEUX EMOSSUUX sparkling wine [n MOUSSEUX] 

OCTUPLEX CELOPTUX being eight times as great [adj] 

OPOPANAX AANOOPPX strong-smelling gum resin [n -ES] 

ORTHODOX DHOOORTX one holding traditional beliefs [n -ES] 

PAINTBOX ABINOPTX box holding dry paints [n -ES] 

PARALLAX AAALLPRX apparent optical displacement of object [n -ES] 

PLATEAUX AAELPTUX PLATEAU, level stretch of elevated land [n] 

PONTIFEX EFINOPTX ancient Roman priest [n -FICES] 

PRECIEUX CEEIPRUX excessively refined [adj] 

PURLIEUX EILPRUUX PURLIEU, outlying or neighboring area [n] 

QUADPLEX ADELPQUX building having four units [n -ES] 

QUINCUNX CINNQUUX arrangement of five objects [n -ES] 

RONDEAUX ADENORUX RONDEAU, short poem of fixed form [n] 

ROULEAUX AELORUUX ROULEAU, roll of coins wrapped in paper [n] 

SARDONYX ADNORSXY variety of quartz [n -ES] 

SAUCEBOX ABCEOSUX saucy person [n -ES] 

SMALLPOX ALLMOPSX virus disease [n -ES] 

SMOKEBOX BEKMOOSX chamber for producing and containing smoke [n -ES] 

SNEAKBOX ABEKNOSX small boat masked with brush and weeds that is used for wildfowl hunting [n -ES] 
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SNUFFBOX BFFNOSUX box for holding snuff [n -ES] 

SOUNDBOX BDNOOSUX resonant cavity in musical instrument [n -ES] 

SPINIFEX EFIINPSX Australian grass [n -ES] 

SUBINDEX BDEINSUX subfix (distinguishing symbol or letter written below another character) [n -ES, -ICES] 

SUPERFIX EFIPRSUX recurrent pattern of stress in speech [n -ES] 

SUPERSEX EEPRSSUX type of sterile organism [n -ES] 

SUPERTAX AEPRSTUX additional tax [n -ES] 

SWEATBOX ABEOSTWX small enclosure in which one is made to sweat [n -ES] 

SWINEPOX EINOPSWX disease of swine [n -ES] 

TABLEAUX AABELTUX TABLEAU, picture [n] 

TOADFLAX AADFLOTX perennial herb [n -ES] 

TONNEAUX AENNOTUX TONNEAU, rear seating compartment of automobile [n] 

TRACTRIX ACIRRTTX mathematical curve [n -ICES] 

TRANSFIX AFINRSTX to impale (to pierce with pointed object) [v -ED, -T, -ING, -ES] 

TRUMEAUX AEMRTUUX TRUMEAU, column supporting part of doorway [n] 

UNDERTAX ADENRTUX to tax less than usual amount [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

VIDEOTEX DEEIOTVX electronic system for transmitting data to subscriber's video screen [n -ES] 


